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Who is an International
Student?


International students are defined as: "nonimmigrant" visitors who come to the United States
temporarily to take classes. Someone who is
currently is in the US on a non-immigrant visa status
(without a valid green card) applies for a visa to be
allowed entry into the US.



ME..

About Me:


First Gen
Undergraduate
Student



Undergrad at
Midwestern State
University



Grad at Texas Christian
University



From the Caribbean
Island of Dominica



Pageant girl

Experiencing
life in another
culture is…


Novel



Stimulating



Exciting



Life-Changing

BUT, There are also
feelings of:


Confusion



Frustration



Annoyance



Self-Doubt

What is the Experience?

Stage one


Many experiences are
novel and fresh;
minimal local traditions



Superficial knowledge
of culture



Perception screened
by security of one’s
unique culture

Stage two:
Cultural norms begin intruding
with your day to day life



Annoyance with locals’ way
of life



Isolation / seeking friends of a
similar culture





Homesickness

Stage Three:


Begin understanding and
accepting local culture
and traditions



Begin
developing friendships with
locals



Increased language ability

Stage Four:


Reconciliation between
you and the new
culture



Renewed interest in
culture and
environment



Optimistic attitude

How does Critical Race Theory
apply?

CRT

emphasizes the importance of finding a
way for diverse individuals to share their
experiences.

However, CRT scholars do not only locate an
individual’s identity and experience of the world
in his or her racial identifications, but also their
membership to a specific class, gender, nation,
sexual orientation, etc.


What do international Students have to say?

"I came in as a freshman to TCU in the Fall of 2018.
My flight was delayed so I arrived at my dorm at 2
am, and the RA working at the desk welcomed me
with a smile and helped me check in and move in
my room. As an international student, I did not know
anyone coming to TCU, but the RA’s did a great job
in making me feel welcomed and apart of the
community. My Hall Director organized a welcome
party with fun activities and prizes. The programs
organized in my dorm were engaging, educational,
and fun. The dorms at TCU are beautiful that comes
with a great sense of community feeling." - Aparajita
Biswas

"Culture shock was what I faced in the beginning of
my freshman year. International students are used to
a certain way of life, different foods, certain
vernacular patterns as well as certain mannerisms
they they have been exposed to for lost of their
child and adult life. Every country’s culture is
dissimilar and the adjustment to said culture while
learning to thrive in this new environment takes a bit
of time." - Marla Buffong



What do
international
Students have
to say?

"Housing at TCU has been both a blessing and a
bit of a hassle. During my first semester here at
TCU (Spring 2019), I had a hard time trying to fit
in, since I got assigned to Tom Brown, and was
sharing an apartment style dorm with two
juniors. I felt kind of out of place there since I
was still a Freshmen at that point, and I had a
hard time trying to fit in. It wasn't until this past
fall semester as I started my Sophomore year
that I got into a dorm that really made me feel
at home. I have found a lot of friends at Hays,
and I am always grateful for the events going
on downstairs since I get to see a lot of the
people. Living in Hays has really helped my find
my place at TCU and here in America. It has
provided me the opportunity to have a place
that I was happy to return to after classes. Janie
and other RAs have helped me feel less
homesick, because I would see them whenever
I get back to my dorm and I have someone to
talk to, which I never had in Tom Brown. " - Maja
Foester



Scenario 1:

Jessica is new to State College. She is
assigned a roommate Divya who is from
India. In the begiining they develop a
close relationship. They go to eat together
and attend sporting events on campus.
Howver, as the semester goes by Jesssica
complains to her RA that Divya is up at all
hours of the night on the phone and that
does not allow her to sleep well. In
addition Divya is using some of her
personal items and she does not
appreciate it but does not know how to
address the situation.



Scenario 2:

Theo is from Greece and has been at the
University of Ozarka for two semesters. One
evening he finds himself with a few other
international students from other countries
and some local friends going out to Bar
frog. At some point during the evening
they decide to return to the hall where
they bring with them alcohol and
tobacco. The RA on duty is doing her
rounds and has to address a noise
complaint in Theos room. To her surprise
there is alcohol in the room and University
of Ozarka has a policy against alcohol
presence and consumption in the hall.
Theo is upset because in his country the
legal drinking age is 18 whereas in the US it
is 21.

What can we do: Making Campus Home


Develop partnerships with offices on Campus such as
International Admissions and International Student
Services



Focus on programming efforts that encourage
International Students to share their culture



Be aware of the different identities that exist in your
community and how some celebrations may affect
them



Provide opportunities for involvement



HD training and RA Training



Housing Assignments and Roommate Contracts



Coach students and RAs on difficult conversations



Facilitate Intentional Dialogue sessions



Do your research

KCE as a
model for
supporting
International
Students in
Housing

Knowing – Get to know the people in your
residence hall/Floor- do not assume
Connecting – Help residents connect to the
building and campus community and know that
they have support
Empowering – Encourage residents to recognize
their potential roles as leaders and mentors and to
take up these roles across campus

Questions?

Contact Information
Kelcia Righton
Kelcia.righton@tcu.edu
Texas Christian University

Let Us
Know
what you
think

